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Paper Abstract:
This presentation explores lyricism in qualitative inquiry. I look at two contemporary writers: The French novelist Michel Houellebecq and the Danish poet and filmmaker, Jørgen Leth. Both incorporate social science research in their works and blur the distinction between literature and qualitative inquiry. Houellebecq writes in the tradition of Comte’s positivism, and Leth is inspired by the ethnography of Malinowski. Both represent a form of lyrical sociology (Abbott, 2007), depicting human experience in a consumer society. Both are in some ways “against narrative” and for lyricism in a way that I believe is inspirational for contemporary qualitative inquiry. 
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Use books by Houellebecq and Leth (also his CD) as illustrative artifacts.





“Life is interesting. We shall examine it.” (Leth in Wichmann, 2007, p. 46). These words express the simple and naïve credo of the Danish poet and filmmaker, Jørgen Leth, which he repeats in books, poems, and interviews. They also express why most of us are in the business of qualitative inquiry. We believe that life is interesting. We wish to examine it.

What I will address in this presentation stems from an ongoing interest in the interface between social science and the arts. I am interested, for example, in the use of literary and aesthetic devices in the social sciences, but even more so in the use of social science in the arts. The first aspect is now quite well researched: In the last couple of decades, qualitative researchers have increasingly been engaged in forms of inquiry that borrow from the arts, especially literature. Unsurprisingly, this trend has been heavily criticized, with a recent example of a critic being Martyn Hammersley (2008). I have no quarrel in particular with this trend, but it is not exactly what I will examine here. Instead, I will look in the opposite direction, so to speak, by approaching literature, film, and art more generally as forms of qualitative research. That is, as practices of inquiry that artists use to examine the world: Life is interesting. We shall examine it. Art is not just irrational bursts of expression, but a way of studying phenomena. To use Leth’s words again: “My basic idea is: I don’t know anything, but I would like to know something.” (Leth, 2006, p. 4).

So: I am interested in how artist use tropes, methods, and even theories that are commonly associated with the sciences. I am intrigued by artists who describe their own practice as a kind of research. And I am particularly fascinated by writers such as the French novelist Michel Houellebecq and Jørgen Leth, who quite explicitly draw on social scientists in their work. In the case of Houellebecq, it is especially the founder of positivism, Auguste Comte, who is invoked as the background figure to the illusion-free descriptions of life in postmodern consumer societies that we find in Houellebecq’s novels. And in Leth’s case, it is Bronislaw Malinowski, the founder of social anthropology, who is a main source of inspiration for this artist’s investigations of, and experiments with, human life.

My project is to analyze how these artists have developed quite strict and rigorous ways of examining the world that are far from the romantic anything-goes irrationalism that is sometimes associated with the arts. And I shall argue that we as qualitative researchers have much to learn from such methods. In another context, I have analyzed Houellebecq as a literary, qualitative sociologist (Brinkmann, in press), so in this presentation I will concentrate on Leth.

I also have the additional aim of investigating one specific approach to works of art as qualitative inquiry, incarnated by both Houellebecq and Leth. This approach I call lyricism, and before I move on, I need to say a few words about this, and how lyricism differs from narrative.

Lyricism
I use the term lyricism with inspiration from the sociologist Andrew Abbott (2007). In a recent paper in Sociological Theory, Abbott has advocated what he calls “lyrical sociology” and positioned himself “against narrative”. He argues that mainstream “analytic social science and the new narratives of the 1990s are simply different versions of the same thing: stories in the one case of variables and in the other of actors.” (p. 70). I will not join Abbott’s call to be against narrative, but I am interested in the constructive side of the project of lyrical social science. A lyrical approach is something other than narrative. For unlike a narrative that reports a happening, lyrical writings express a state of affairs (p. 69). And sometimes this is what we need to do.

Abbott opens his piece with Harvey Zorbaugh’s (1929) sociological praise to the city of Chicago, a lyrical description of how the city struck this classical sociologist. It is worth quoting at length to get a feel for lyricism:

The Chicago River, its waters stained by industry, flows back upon itself, branching to divide the city into the South Side, the North Side, and "the great West Side." In the river's southward bend lies the Loop, its skyline looming towards Lake Michigan. The Loop is the heart of Chicago, the knot in the steel arteries of elevated structure which pump in a ceaseless stream the three millions of population of the city into and out of its central business district. The canyon-like streets of the Loop rumble with the traffic of commerce. On its sidewalks throng people of every nation, pushing unseeingly past one another, into and out of office buildings, shops, theaters, hotels, and ultimately back to the north, south, and west "sides" from which they came. For miles over what once was prairie now sprawls in endless blocks the city. (Zorbaugh, 1929, p. 1).

As Abbott explains, there are no stories in lyric, no “recounting, explaining, comprehending – but rather the use of a single image to communicate a mood, an emotional sense of social reality.” (Abbott, 2007, p. 73). Unlike a narrative writer, who tries to tell us and explain what happened, a lyrical writer “aims to tell us of his or her intense reaction to some portion of the social process” (p. 76). Abbott observes that very few social science books are explicitly lyrical, possibly because scientists want to explain, and explanation is almost inevitably narrative in character. Consequently, he urges us “to look for whatever pieces of lyrical sociology we can find” (p. 73). I believe some of the best lyrical sociology is found in literature.

Houellebecq and Leth
In the paper I mentioned earlier (Brinkmann, in press), I tried to analyze Houellebecq’s novels as exemplary pieces of lyrical sociology, but here I will turn to another artist, viz. Jørgen Leth. First, some words about Leth may be helpful, but perhaps also a few about Houellebecq, for possibly only a few people in the US are familiar with these artists, especially Leth. Hoeullebecq is a famous novelist, who has also published poetry, music, and recently he also made his debut as a filmmaker: He directed a film version of his own book The Possibility of an Island. Tellingly, after the release, he was attacked by critics who argued that his film was lacking in narrative structure, which of course testifies to his basic lyrical approach! Leth is a multi-talented artist, who has been part of the Danish avant-garde scene since the early sixties. He mainly works as a poet and film director, but he has also made music and recently authored a couple of quasi-autobiographical novels. Both men have been involved in public scandals. About half a decade ago, Houellebecq was attacked in France as a racist, right-wing pornographer, and in 2005 Leth was attacked in Denmark, because of explicit descriptions of sex with a young woman from Haiti. Houellebecq fled from France to Ireland, and Leth resides permanently in Haiti. Both are prone to serious depressive episodes, which they also examine aesthetically. Both are suspicious of narratives and leitmotifs in literature, film, and poetry, and both advance different versions of lyricism as an alternative.

Leth’s lyrical method
Let me now turn to Leth’s own description of his lyrical method. He has put is as follows in an interview: “I am more or less consciously against narrative, against a leitmotif. […] I am not interested in syntheses. I am more interested in the fragmented. I am interested in freezing the fragmented and then see what it may provide of utterances, or how it may be read.” (Wichmann, 2007, p. 79). This is a clear expression of the lyrical approach to understanding the world. But although Leth is interested in the fragmented, and does not care for narratives, he is not methodologically sloppy. On the contrary, in order to capture the fragmented, we need strict “rules of the game”, as he says.

Leth always begins from a number of “rules of the game” when he produces a work of art. This is so, he says, because the artist needs a way to systematize chaos – in just the same way as a qualitative researcher (from Wichmann, 2007, p. 24). There is no doubt in Leth’s mind that the world as such is chaotic: There are no larger contexts of meaning in his work, no metaphysics. Meaning arises in meeting the discrete, fragmented parts of the world. Meaning has nothing to do with coherence between different parts, but is found in the intensity of the parts themselves (p. 41). Although the world is chaotic and fragmented, Leth wants to write it down and categorize it, which demands a non-narrative way of working (p. 54). As he said in an interview: “it’s about survival. I simply feel that the world and my life are full of chaos, that is, disorder.” (p. 69). Writing and categorizing are artistic ways of survival. In general, Leth does not consider art and life as opposites, but as two sides of the same coin (p. 31). He states that he lives his own life as a work of art (p. 36).

From watching his films, reading his books and interviews, attending lectures held by him, and from following his career as a sports reporter in the field of professional cycling, it is possible to distil the method by which Leth works. In his own words, what he does is this: “Find an area, delimit it, examine it, write it down.” (Leth, 2006, p. 7). Let’s unpack this bit by bit:






	therefore I visit the tailor
	therefore I spend money
	therefore I devote myself
	to the sweetness of crime.” (quoted from Wichmann, 2007, p. 35) (my translation)

Boredom is a necessary first step in the creative process. One must wait and observe with patience, and then something happens. “Chance is my good friend”, says Leth ( 2006, p. 3).

2. Delimit it. Since the world is chaotic, we must introduce limits and rules in order to be able to observe it. According to Leth, “Art should be an exercise in framing life so that it can be seen.” (from Wichmann, 2007, p. 51). He delimits or frames the world by using methodological “rules of the game”. He imposes these rules on himself and then observes how the world performs within the delimitation specified by the rules: “That is the key sentence: To see what happens.” (Leth, 2006, p. 7). Some examples of his strict rules include: Not allowing the camera to move, only use naturally occurring sounds, or only shoot scenes that last for a specific number of seconds (p. 7). Such rules may remind you of the Danish dogma film movement led by Lars von Trier and Thomas Vinterberg, and von Trier himself is heavily inspired by Leth’s philosophy, and they have also made a movie together – “The five obstructions” – in which von Trier challenges Leth five times to shoot a movie with five different, and increasingly challenging, sets of rules. In Leth’s current film project (or, as I would like to say, research project) on “The erotic human being”, there is apparently the rule that all scenes must be shot in hotel rooms. As he says, “what cannot be observed in a hotel room is not worth observing.” (Leth, 2008). People are placed in various situations, and then something interesting or moving often happens in the situations: “My films do not tell stories”, he says, “The contents are in the individual scenes.” (Leth, 2008).

To connect with Abbott’s words about lyricism, a lyrical writer does not seek connecting threads, but “looks at a social situation, feels its overpowering excitement and its deeply affecting human complexity, and then writes a book trying to awaken those feelings in the minds – and even more the hearts – of his readers.” (Abbott, 2007, p. 70). In many ways, this is Leth’s intentions with his films and poems. He explains that he consciously concentrates “on what lacks substance” in contrast to other poets. Their poems “are marked by energy, fullness, substance and those things” (p. 75). Leth is not interested in fullness and substance, because this is not how the world is. “There is nothing until I write it”, is one of his main assumptions (Leth, 2008).

3. Examine it. We examine the world through our engagement and involvement with it. Leth therefore uses his own person as an instrument of examination. There is here explicit inspiration from Bronislaw Malinowski, and Leth wants to break “with the anthropology of the porch. One needs to become a part of what one investigates. (in Wichmann, 2007, p. 25). For example, in his forthcoming film on the erotic, Leth himself will appear in erotic scenes with a woman while holding the camera himself during the act, which will certainly be a cause for public outrage. But Leth insists that he is no pornographer, and that pornography is completely uninteresting and even the opposite of the erotic.

4. Write it down. As a tool of examination, Leth uses notes and notebooks, for which he has an almost religious veneration. “For me”, he says, “the notebook is the most important tool.” (Leth, 2006, p. 4). Often, when writing his poems, he simply copies the fragments from his notebooks without further editing. He believes in the power of chance, in the raw, unedited experience of the world. “I collect material like an anthropologist”, Leth explains. And working with the notebooks is not just a technical aspect of having to “write it down”. As he says on a recent spoken word album, “it’s a philosophy”, a way of life, a way of surviving in a world in fragments.

In conclusion: “Life is interesting. We shall examine it.” Since the world is chaotic and fragmented, but also interesting, we need to examine it in ways that respect its patchy nature, and yet are rigorous. Thus, a piece from Leth is, in his own words, “not a story with a conclusion. It is a (fictitious) investigation” (Leth, 2006, p. 3). And further: “One can say that there is a game in saying that life is interesting. It is something one says in order to make it interesting in the first place.” (in Wichmann, 2007, p. 77).









Lyrical ethics for a world in fragments
Why is lyricism important? I believe there are both epistemic and ethical reasons. So far, I have indicated what I believe is the most important epistemic reason – that a fragmented world demands forms of inquiry that one the one hand do not transform fragmentation into coherence, but on the other are still rigorous. Here, I will also briefly touch upon the ethical reasons.

Since the Greeks, ethics has been conceived as a practical science. Unlike theoretical sciences that in Aristotle’s rendition are concerned with the unchangeable, the practical sciences are concerned with changing the world. Ethics, for Aristotle, does therefore not just answer theoretical questions such as “what is good?”, but is primarily set on making us good. In this perspective, which I sympathize with, ethics as a discipline is about changing us, moving us, possibly even comforting us.

A similar argument has been advanced within the qualitative research community. Laurel Richardson, a key figure in the literary turn in qualitative inquiry, thus tells us that for her a qualitative research report should inspire to something beyond itself. She is “inspired to do things because of aesthetics – aesthetic crafting creates the kinetic response in me.” (Richardson & Lockridge, 1998, p. 330). If we radicalize Aristotle’s ethics and take a pragmatist stance and approach research as kinesis, as something that is meant to move us (in all senses of the word), as individuals and groups, rather than something that maintains status quo (stasis), then the aesthetic is undoubtedly capable of being deeply inspiring and kinetic. So if ethics, and ethical social science, is about moving us, the question becomes “what moves us?” – and my answer here will point to the lyrical.

We are moved by lyricism. We all know the experience of being struck and moved by the composition of words, images, or sounds. I will even claim that in so far as we are moved by narrative, it is often because of their lyrical qualities, and not because of narrative structures per se. We have learned from narrative scholars that we do not have a narrative if we simply say “Monday it rained, and Tuesday I bought a car.” We also need a connecting plot such as “I was tired of getting wet”, but although this may provide for a nice narrative structure, it is hardly moving or ethically significant. In contrast, lyrical pieces can be moving and significant, even when they lack in structure.

Unused quotes:
Leth expresses a form of qualitative positivism that is shared by Houellebecq: The world consists only of what we can sense (Wichmann, 2007, p. 40). As in the poem: “There is nothing else than what there is / and there is nothing to say” (ibid.)

Abbott (2007) has pointed to the production of “humane sympathy” as a goal of lyrical sociology.
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